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End-to-end encryption

Team Secrets uses encryption to protect 
attachments and text fields from the moment you 
start uploading until they're opened by the 
recipient. Snooping on the transfer or the file will 
result in something undecipherable.

Real recipient verification

Team Secrets ensures that anyone opening your 
secret is authenticated using up to 3 forms of ID. 
Passphrase and mobile phone verification means 
only the people you choose can assemble the keys 
necessary to decrypt.

Secure fields and files

Your team is already sharing sensitive files and 
text fields in Jira so it’s time to get them secured. 
Encrypt passwords, SSH keys, secret tokens, AWS 
credentials - any text or file you need to keep 
secret.

Practice safe sharing
Team Secrets protects the sensitive files you share in Jira
With end-to-end encryption and real recipient verification.
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Team Secrets: Sender

3

Upload file(s)
to teamsecrets.io

Alice
(Sender)

Save in Jira issue
transaction ID and key

Buy/Install Addon
Atlassian Marketplace

Open a JIRA Issue
sender’s Jira instance

“Post a Team Secret”
Team Secrets panel in issue

Add Recipients
Jira users or full Jira team

Attach File(s)
“Post a Team Secret” dialog

Generate keys
client-side

Encrypt all file keys
client-side w/ transaction key

Transaction key
client-side, 256 bit

Upload file key(s)
to teamsecrets.io

Add Mobile Verification
enter recipient’s phone number

Add Secure Passphrase
generated client-side

Encrypt transaction key
client-side with passphrase

optional

File key(s)
client-side, 256 bit

Encrypt file w/ file key
client-side

Save mobile number
to teamsecrets.io

optional
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Sender

For each Team Secret created, a random 256 bit key (“transaction key”) is generated client-side

For each file within a Team Secret, a random 256 bit key (“file key”) is generated client-side

Each file is encrypted client-side with a different file key using ‘xsalsa20-poly1305’

All files keys are encrypted client-side with the transaction key using ‘xsalsa20-poly1305’ 

Encrypted file keys are uploaded to teamsecrets.io via HTTPS, stored in Team Secrets AWS RDS

Encrypted files are uploaded to teamsecrets.io via HTTPS, stored in Team Secrets AWS S3 buckets

NEW Customers can optionally configure a custom S3 bucket to store and control encrypted files

If passphrase is required, the transaction key is encrypted client-side using AES-256 and passphrase

The transaction key is saved in a Jira issue entity property and never uploaded to teamsecrets.io

Encryption
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Open a Jira issue
with attached Team Secret

Bob
(Unknown 
Recipient)

Choose a secret
Team Secrets Jira panel

Ask mobile number
to match allowed recipient

Get text message
with mobile passcode

Enter passcode
Jira dialog

Download file key(s)
from teamsecrets.io

Decrypt transaction key
using valid passphrase

Download file(s)
from teamsecrets.io

Decrypt file keys
using transaction key

Save File(s) Locally
decrypted

Authenticate viewer
at teamsecrets.io

Ask for passphrase
provided by sender

Enter passphrase
Jira dialog

Decrypt file(s)
using file key(s)

Transaction Key
from Jira issue property

Validate passcode
via teamsecrets.io

Validate Passphrase
using local hash function

NOTE: If secure 
passphrase is not 

required by sender, 
transaction key will 

be used as-is

Team Secrets: Recipient

optional
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Recipient

An authenticated Jira user that passes mobile phone and/or passphrase verification can download:

- The encrypted files from teamsecrets.io

- The encrypted file keys from teamsecrets.io

- The transaction key from the local Jira issue entity property

The file keys are decrypted client-side using the transaction key

Each file is decrypted client-side using a file key

The browser presents a standard file save dialog for each file so the recipient can save them locally

Decryption
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Facts

We use the xsalsa20-poly1305 algorithm with 256 bit keys for each transfer 

and each file within a transfer

If a secure passphrase is used, we encrypt the secret key with AES-256 as well

All encryption and decryption of the files protected with Team Secrets happens 

using JavaScript on the client-side in the browser

Since we never have the transaction key, we cannot decrypt your keys or files

Someone accessing your Jira instance alone cannot decrypt the files

Decryption requires transaction key in Jira, files AND keys from our servers

If you lose the transaction key we can’t help you decrypt

If you forget the passphrase, we can’t help you decrypt
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Availability Zone #2

Security Group #1

S3 CloudWatch LogEntries

RDS MySQL Multi-AZ
Slave DB

Route 53 KMS

EC2 (Auto Scaling)

Elastic Load Balancer

Security Group #2

services.teamsecrets.io

User’s browser

CloudFront

EC2 (Auto Scaling)

RDS MySQL Multi-AZ
Master DB

Availability Zone #1

BugSnag

Analytics

app.teamsecrets.io

Jira instance

encrypted files

transaction details

encrypted file keys

encryption/
decryption

Team Secrets

Logical Architecture

Version 2.0
Revised: February 1, 2018
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Encryption algorithm: xsalsa20-poly1305
XSalsa20 is a stream cipher based upon Salsa20 but with a much longer nonce: 192 bits instead of 64 bits.

XSalsa20 uses a 256-bit key as well as the first 128 bits of the nonce in order to compute a subkey. This subkey, as well as 

the remaining 64 bits of the nonce, are the parameters of the Salsa20 function used to actually generate the stream.

We achieve “Forward Secrecy” by using a different key for each transfer/file.

Libraries
https://github.com/dchest/tweetnacl-js

https://storage.googleapis.com/google-code-archive-downloads/v2/code.google.com/crypto-js/CryptoJS%20v3.1.2.zip
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https://www.teamsecrets.io/support

Questions?


